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METROPOLITAN WEST | PEERHATCH AND ARMSTRONG CEILING & WALL SOLUTIONS 
PARTNER TO PROVIDE COMPLEMENTED SOLUTIONS  

Companies are teaming up to make it easier for Architects, Designers and Contractors to 
find compatible solutions for their projects. 

Long Beach, CA, December 2018: Metropolitan West | peerhatch has partnered with 
Armstrong Ceiling & Wall Solutions to bring their surface covering solutions to more 
commercial segments across the United States. Metropolitan West is including their 
innovative patented writable surface film (as well as their decorative glass films and mural 
wall coverings) to complement Armstrong® Ceilings pre-engineered solutions, which makes it 
easier for designers, architects and contractors to find attractive customizable components 
that enhance their spaces. 

“I’m very excited and honored to have an opportunity to work with Armstrong Ceiling & Wall 
Solutions. Both companies strive to enhance comfort and building performance, while 
creating beautiful spaces,” said Kelly Taylor, founder and CEO of Metropolitan West. “I think 
together we have a chance to transform many spaces and make the job easier for those in 
the industry.” 

Metropolitan West is the first surface film provider approved by Armstrong Ceiling & Wall 
Solutions to offer glass film solutions compatible with their Axiom® Glazing Channel solution. 
Decorative glass film, custom gradient film and distraction safety markers by Metropolitan 
West are fully customizable to allow seamless matching to any size and design requirement. 

We will also be introducing the patented dry-erase wall covering peerhatch to more potential 
buyers. This non-ghosting writable surface film will transform commercial segments 
nationwide such as office, healthcare, education, hospitality, transportation, and retail. 

 peerhatch is made with the idea of inspiring collaboration in work and educational
environments. It makes an entire wall writable, giving people space to visualize and
brainstorm in teams.

 The film is infused with custom graphics, making it an attractive choice for designers
working with any interior style.

 Promoting peerhatch reflects Armstrong’s mission to make a difference in the spaces
where people work and learn.

About Metropolitan West: Metropolitan West is a leading provider of custom wall coverings 
and films for glass, walls, floors, ceilings and doors. Located in Long Beach, CA, it is one of 
the largest women-owned companies in the Los Angeles area working with top designers, 
architects and educational institutions on award-winning projects. 

About Armstrong World Industries: Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a global leader 
in the design, innovation, and manufacture of commercial and residential ceiling, wall and 
suspension system solutions.  For more information, visit www.armstrongceilings.com. 

### 

If you would like more information about this topic, please call Jason Burke at 562 426 
7701, or email hello@metwest.com.  More information can also be found on the websites 
metwest.com, peerhatch.com & armstrongceilings.com/partners  


